
and Data Loss Prevention
How does Dtex enhance DLP?

The Dtex User Threat Platform extends DLP with  
visibility, analytics, and expertise.

In today’s distributed, porous enterprises, it’s harder to find and stop user threats than ever before. A lot of 
organizations try to protect their critical data with endpoint or network DLP. These are powerful tools, but they aren’t 
enough to protect data from all user threats. DLP solutions rely on rules and lock-and-block techniques to protect 
confidential data, and Dtex builds upon this with a combination of endpoint visibility and self-learning analytics to 
catch the “unknown unknown” user threats.

Use Dtex to Fill in the Gaps

How Dtex is Different

adaptive analytics

Unlike DLP, Dtex uses analytics to 
catch suspicious behavior. These 
include thousands of pre-defined, 
real-world-tested threat patterns 
as well as adaptive analytics that 
baseline normal user behavior and 
alert on deviation.

catch misconfigurations

Enterprises with endpoint DLP report the same pitfalls time and time again: it’s difficult to manage, and rule 
configuration is confusing and requires a large team.  Many times, new rules are only implemented after data has 
already been lost.  Security teams don’t even know where their configurations are falling short, because DLP has no 
self-learning mechanism to detect what it isn’t catching. 

Dtex’s endpoint visibility and analytics catches and alerts on suspicious user behavior. You’ll be able to see where your 
DLP is misconfigured, and make appropriate changes to close your gaps.

complete visibility

DLP relies on rules to determine 
what it sees or doesn’t see. Dtex, on 
the other hand, captures everything 
that a user does on their endpoint, 
both on and off the network. Your 
analysts can go back in time for 
forensics or to analyze historical 
behavior for new patterns.  

no rules

 Dtex is adaptive and self-learning – 
unlike DLP, which is based in static 
rules. This means that it’s simple and 
easy to set up. Plus, Dtex catches the 
“unknown unknowns” that DLP rules 
can’t. 



See How Dtex Fits in Your Organization
The Dtex team takes a hands-on approach to meeting the specific needs of each organization. We offer a variety of 
plans with varying degrees of expert analyst support and custom integration services. The best way to see how Dtex 
fits in your enterprise is to get a User Threat Assessment. During your assessment, Dtex’s analysts will work with you 
to show you how the Dtex User Threat Platform catches the risks in your organization – and will sum up your greatest 
risks in one complete report. Contact your sales representative or info@dtexsystems.com to get started.

dtexsystems.com info@dtexsystems.com

monitor super users

Every organization has some users that aren’t suitable 
for DLP rules. These are administrative super-users or 
executives that can’t be heavily restricted, or else they 
won’t be able to get their job done. But you still need to 
be able to monitor these users somehow -- otherwise, 
you would never know if they stole data or if their 
accounts have been compromised.

Dtex monitors every user equally. Since there are no 
restrictions or rule configuration required, there’s no 
need for exclusion or special treatment of any particular 
group of users. Imagine that a superuser with the highest 
privileges uploads an unusual number of customer files 
to the cloud. As long as they were using tools within their 
permissions, DLP wouldn’t block them. But Dtex would 
flag this scenario as unusual and send you an alert -- and 
it would give you the context of all the events leading up 
to and after the event.

find the “unknown unknowns”
Enterprises are today are more open than ever before. 
Organizations are distributed, employees work from 
outside the office, and bring-your-own device policies 
are increasingly popular. There are literally thousands 
of potential ways that a user could steal or jeopardize 
important data. But with endpoint DLP, you have to rely 
on specific rules to stop data theft. In today’s world, 
that’s just not enough. It is impossible to create a rule 
against every single way someone could potentially steal 
data. 

Dtex detects suspicious activity using adaptable 
analytics that baseline normal user behavior and alert on 
deviations. This means that Dtex can catch the “unknown 
unknowns” -- never-before-seen activity that doesn’t fall 
under any specific rule, but is still highly suspicious. 

Haven’t Deployed DLP?
In today’s increasingly open world, many enterprises are embracing a people-centric approach to security.  More and 
more customers are acknowledging that “lock and block” solutions are heavy and limited, and are looking for alternatives 
for powerful visibility into their users and data. Dtex’s scalable architecture, ease of deployment, and accelerated 
insights make it an effective alternative.  Whether you’re enhancing an existing DLP implementation, or utilizing the 
complete Dtex solution without DLP, Dtex’s User Threat Solution is a strong addition to your security portfolio.

lightweight and low-impact visibility

Many security teams are hesitant to bog down the endpoint with additional slow or network-heavy agents, especially 
since endpoint DLP agents can be cumbersome even on their own. Dtex can be used alongside DLP without bogging 
down the endpoint or the network. It collects as little as 1-2MB of data per user per day, and has very little network or 
endpoint impact. 


